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1. General remarks

Groups

You will be assigned to one of 7 groups. Each of the groups will have 6-7 team members. For the first part of the semester (photo project), most of your class assignments will be done as group work.

You will pick your own group name with your first photo project assignment (starting 9/3/2002).

Group Folders

Each group will have their own folders for group files and the assignments. Assignments will usually be handed in as web pages, which will be linked from your group web page.

Remember, all photos will be uploaded to the same directory and will not be stored in the group directory.

For now, all folders are numbered according to your group number. When you choose your group name in the first photo project assignment, we will change the folder name accordingly.

All group folders are at:

G:/is202_photos/

Your group folder will have the number of your group in it (i.e. Group 17’s group folder would be G:/is202_photos/group17/). Only the members of your group folder have access to this folder.

Group Web Page

Every team is required to maintain their own web site. On this web site, you will publish your assignments, provide links to project files, provide information about the group
members and maintain a labor division table for each group member (more about this in the first assignment). Your group web page should be ready by the due date of the first assignment (9/12/02).

The 202 course web site will have a template you can use to create your own web site.

The folder for your group web pages will be the public_html folder in your group directory. You have to put all your html pages as well as all the files that you link from your group web page in this folder.

Location of web folder for groups:

G:/is202_photos/group17/public_html/

Your web page will be accessible via this link:

http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/academics/courses/is202/f02/photo_project/group17/

Group Mailing Lists

Every group will have their own mailing list.

For now, the mailing lists have generic names, which we will change once you choose your group name.

Your mailing list:

is202-group17@sims.berkeley.edu

To write to your group list, send an email to the email address specified for your group.

For questions or discussions involving the whole class, you should also be subscribed to the is202 class mailing list.

Questions? Email: is202-ta@sims.berkeley.edu
2. Group Lists

**Group 1:**
Darke, Mukesh  
Gual, Kristine  
Ng, Nettie  
Pan, Pauletta  
Todenhagen, Annemarie  
Warthen, David  
**Group 1 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group1/  
**Group 1 mailing list:** is202-group1@sims.berkeley.edu

**Group 2:**
French, William  
Kim, Michelle  
Lee, David  
Lee, Robert  
Li, Ran  
Srinivasan, Vidhya  
Templeton, Katrina  
**Group 2 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group2/  
**Group 2 mailing list:** is202-group2@sims.berkeley.edu

**Group 3:**
Avrekh, Mikhail  
Feinberg, Melanie  
Stepner, Diana  
Tan, Ashley  
Tuan, Jong-Chern  
Thompson, Michael  
**Group 3 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group3/  
**Group 3 mailing list:** is202-group3@sims.berkeley.edu

**Group 4:**
Kashnow, Jeremy  
Gee, Florance  
Holmquist, Kari  
Ma, Judy  
Martindill, Keasha  
Pal, Joyojeet  
**Group 4 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group4/  
**Group 4 mailing list:** is202-group4@sims.berkeley.edu

**Group 5:**
Bloodworth, Allison  
Bouzguenda, Slim (not here yet)  
Gettle, Krista  
Good, Nathaniel  
Hodder, Mary  
Jiang, Xiaoyuna  
Wilhelm, Anita  
**Group 5 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group5/  
**Group 5 mailing list:** is202-group5@sims.berkeley.edu

**Group 6:**
Chambers, Kimberley  
Co, Mayjane  
Han, John  
Jordan, Laheem  
Kerr, Michele  
Lee, Jane  
Wilkinson, Lauren  
**Group 6 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group6/  
**Group 6 mailing list:** is202-group6@sims.berkeley.edu

**Group 7:**
Charles, Peter  
Fieberich, Nadine  
Daly, Robert  
Herrarte, Erick  
Lawrence, Maria  
Liu, Myra  
Shamis, Zhanna  
**Group 7 folder:** G:/is202_photos/group7/  
**Group 7 mailing list:** is202-group7@sims.berkeley.edu